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ewski still believed that the straight path was the best, but
he forgot that he was not dealing with the political machinery
of a highly experienced country. In a speech in which
he defended his attitude, he summed up his policy in words
that he hoped would set an example to the Seym : " Some
people tell me that Poland is crawling on the right flank ;
others that she is crawling on the left flank. But I tell
you that Poland is marching forward, but only along a
straight road." For the majority of the Seym, however,
he was by now not an outstanding individual but a politician
connected with the National Democratic Party. When
Paderewski arrived in Poland in January the National
Democrats hoped they could use him, as their instrument.
When they found out that he was not a party man and that
he would not be directed by a body with a limited party
programme, they began to desert him, hoping to find some-
one more willing. The parties of the Left considered
Paderewski, not without reason, a man of the Right. The
necessary party support could come only from the National
Democrats, and without their party help the Prime Minister's
career was doomed to failure. Paderewski found himself
left more and more in the air. Pilsudski, though more
preoccupied with the army and the war than with the
political machinery at home, understood the attitude of the
Seym much better than Paderewski. He knew its thoughts
and methods and he could speak its language ; he also
knew that abuse could be more effective with the Seym than
civility and gentleness. Most important of all: Pilsudski
seemed, at that moment, to represent the spirit of the
country.
The Home Secretary, Wojciechowski, was a friend of
Pilsudski's; so was Skrzynski, the Under-Secretary for
Foreign Affairs. An open conflict between them and
Paderewski broke out. They were joined by the Finance
Minister Bilinski, a former Minister of the Austrian Emperor
Francis Joseph. One after another Paderewski's ministerial
colleagues left him- Yet he would not accept defeat.

